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ABSTRACT
The existence of doctoral programs in business since the 1960s has advanced the knowledge of business both academically and practically that enabled a wide dissemination of research in management, finance, accounting, marketing, and leadership. However, pursuing a doctoral degree in business should support students pursuing a range of professional paths that includes positions in academia and outside of academia. That is, training in doctoral business training should encourage doctoral business students to develop new career paths that bridges business and the academy. Despite the selection of the traditional or the professional doctoral degree, the expectations of the graduates differ, and these expectations affect the administration of the doctoral program. The focus of this chapter is to examine the need for an evolution of doctoral education models in business administration to make the doctoral education more accessible while providing high quality teaching and research to business schools and making societal contributions.

INTRODUCTION
Doctoral education in business has contributed immensely to business knowledge since the 1960s that allowed graduates to sustain scholarly contributions to the profession and practical knowledge to the business community. A doctoral education in business should support students pursuing a range of professional paths that includes positions in academia and beyond academia. In addition, the doctoral
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business training should allow students to develop new career paths that bridges business and academics. To achieve the latter, there is a need for clearer distinctions between the business professional path and the traditional academic careers. Regardless of the path, the expectations of the graduates differ and these expectations have major implications in the administration of the doctoral program.

The major tenet of the business doctoral education is the research component. The continuum of research training ranges from basic research to applied research. The applied research provides the value that intersects theory of business and business practices that allows for greater efficacy in solving modern business problems. That is, business doctoral programs should seek ways to create closer connections between business and academicians with an emphasis to provide relevant research to the business community.

There is an evolution in doctoral education in general and the business doctoral programs will need to embrace this evolution. The forces driving this evolution in doctoral education have been mentioned and discussed with the major antecedents of this evolution a result of globalization, technology, and evolving faculty models and perhaps other reasons. The distinction between other disciplines, business education is incorporating more business involvement and research that bridges academics and business. However, the current doctoral education model for business does not represent this change. In addition, scholarly research is the essential distinction of business schools versus other entities producing business writing, and the scholarly contributions that emphasize discovery is the reason why business schools maintain their legitimacy within the business research community.

There is an increasing expectation for students in doctoral programs, but many barriers persist in doctoral programs that do not allow flexibility. Traditional doctoral programs have traditional processes that may be representative of quality rather than weakness. The shifts in financing of higher education as attributed to changes in budgets and enrollments has strained the functioning of business schools that resulted in an impetus to change. These changes would cause business schools including especially those with business doctoral programs to develop new educational delivery models and developing new relationships with the business community.

The focus of this chapter is to examine the need for an evolution of doctoral education models in business administration to make the doctoral education more accessible while providing high quality teaching and research to business schools and making societal contributions.

**ACADEMIC AND PROFESSIONAL CAREER PATHS**

The current model for delivery of doctoral education in business administration needs to change to cope with the diversity of doctoral degree holders but has good pedagogical skills and research skills. The current model emphasizes the apprenticeship approach but this approach does not allow for keeping up with the demand of doctoral degree earners. That is, there needs to be greater diversity in the delivery of a doctoral education. It is suggested that we may need to add different models of doctoral education in business education that allows more interdisciplinary work and a more diverse career path. Given the latter suggested changes, schools of business will have to find new ways to deliver the doctoral education and to develop the communities of practice that will share the values of scientific research (De Meyer, 2013).
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